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•1Q2017 earnings beats estimates. Doha Bank (DHBK) reported a net profit of QR364.4mn in 1Q2017, beating 
our expectations (QR318.1mn) and BBG consensus (QR324.75mn). The beat was mainly driven by higher than 
expected fees & commissions and lower than expected net provisions & impairments (our provisions estimates 
was already much lower QoQ and YoY. On the other hand, net interest income (represents 72% of total 
revenue) came in-line at QR520.9mn vs. our estimate of QR515.3mn (+1.1% variation). 

•Bottom-line surge was mainly driven by a sharp drop in provisions QoQ (base effect), while net operating 
income was attributed to non-funded income coupled with a drop in opex. DHBK reported net income of 
QR364.4mn vs. 34.8mn in 4Q2016 (QR354.2mn in 1Q2016, +2.9% YoY). The surge in the bottom-line QoQ was 
mainly attributable to a sharp drop in provisions. The bank booked net provisions of QR86.4mn in 1Q2017 vs. 
QR341.5mn in 4Q2016 (QR115.2mn in 1Q2016). Moreover, non-funded income gained by 36.1% QoQ (+2.4% 
YoY) to QR202.6mn led by fees and investment income. On a YoY basis non-funded income was supported by 
investment income vs. investment losses in 1Q2016. Net operating income increased by 22.2% QoQ (down 4.0% 
YoY) led by a 7.8% drop in opex.  

•Margins remained under pressure. Net interest income moved up by 1.0% QoQ to QR520.9mn (flat YoY). DHBK 
generated a net interest margin of 2.51%, receding by 7bps and 17bps QoQ and YoY, respectively.  

•NPL ratio declined due to write-offs. DHBK’s asset quality seems to have improved as the NPLs declined by 
8.2% QoQ driven by write-offs. Hence, the bank’s NPL ratio moved to 2.99% from 3.27% in 4Q2016. Moreover, 
the coverage ratio further strengthened, increasing to 126% vs. 120% in 4Q2016. 

•Loans and deposits exhibited weak performance. Net loans were flat YTD at QR59.5bn while deposits receded 
by 3.1% YTD to QR54.0bn. Thus, the LDR remained elevated at 110% in 1Q2017 vs. 106% in 2015. LDR needs 
to go down below 100% at the cost of expensive deposits. 

•Capitalization remains at healthy levels. DHBK ended 1Q2017 with a Tier-1 ratio of 14.8% vs. 15.4% at the end 
of 2016.  

•Recommendation and valuation: DHBK trades at a P/E and P/TB of 9.2x and 0.8x on our 2017 estimates, 
respectively.  
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